Abstract. Operators in quantum mechanics -either observables, density or evolution operators, unitary or not -can be represented by c-numbers in operator bases. The position and momentum bases are in one to one correspondence with lagrangian planes in double phase space, but this is also true for the well known Wigner-Weyl correspondence based on translation and reflection operators. These phase space methods are here extended to the representation of superoperators. We show that the Choi-Jamiolkowsky isomorphism between the dynamical matrix and the linear action of the superoperator constitutes a "double" Wigner or chord transform when represented in double phase space. As a byproduct several previously unknown integral relationships between products of Wigner and chord distributions for pure states are derived.
Introduction
The action of a unitary operator on states in quantum Hilbert space corresponds semiclassically to a classical transformation, x − → x + , in the corresponding classical phase space R 2N , with points x = (q 1 , ..., q N , p 1 , ..., p N ). Alternatively, one may place the points x + and x − each in its own phase space so that the graph of a canonical transformation becomes a 2N− dimensional (2N−D) surface within the double phase space, built from the product space R 2N × R 2N , with points X = (x + , x − ) [1] . In strict analogy to the semiclassical correspondence of an (integrable) quantum state with a classical N-D surface in R 2N [2, 3] , evolution of the operator corresponds classically to movement of the surface in its phase space. Thus, a coordinate transformation in phase space, x − → x + , implies a mapping X → X , in double phase space (for instance, a normal form transformation [4, 3] ) that may be seen to propagate the classical surface for a given canonical transformation in double phase space, corresponding to the action of a superoperator as it evolves ordinary operators in quantum mechanics.
One should keep in mind some essential differences between the classical and the quantum scenarios. Above all there is the uncertainty principle: while vectors in Hilbert space correspond semiclassically to (complex) functions on the lagrangian manifolds on single phase space -say the position or the momentum basis wave functions-operators are represented by their matrix elements from a pair of such manifolds. When viewed in double phase space these pairs are themselves 2N-D lagrangian surfaces in 4N-D double phase space.
However, some special coordinate transformations are allowed that take these obvious lagrangian coordinate planes of double phase space, that is, initial and final positions or momenta, to new coordinate planes that cannot be so decomposed. This is just the case of phase space labels underlying the Weyl representation (i.e. the Wigner function in the case of the density operator) and its Fourier transform (FT). Thus, a unitary operatorÛ corresponding to a given surface in double phase space is represented by U(Q) = q + |U|q − , U(P) = p + |U|p − , or in the Weyl representation as U(q, p), depending on rotations in double phase space that correspond to different choices of FT's in quantum mechanics.
But the analogy of an operator represented by a lagrangian surface in double phase space to the state represented by a lagrangian surface in simple phase space can now be pushed a step further: What about the 'double Weyl transform' of a superoperator, represented as a function in double phase space? The answer invokes the adaptation of the Choi-Jamiolkowsky isomorphism [5] , well known in the theory of quantum information, to the operator basis underlying the Weyl representation and its Fourier transform. The purpose of this paper is to undertake this adaptation, showing that the Choi or dynamical matrix of a superoperator is the 'double Weyl transform' of its matrix elements in the Weyl basis. We achieve this by defining reflection and translation superoperators, labeled by points in double phase space, in strict analogy to the corresponding definitions in single phase space. Moreover we show that they take a simple monomial form in the Choi conjugate basis.
Another surprise is that the Choi-conjugate pairs of operators representing pure states are identical. This leads to unexpected Fourier identities involving integrals of products of ordinary Wigner functions. In some cases this in turn leads to new identities involving the special functions of analysis.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we review the concept of double phase space [1, 6, 7, 8] and how it is related to the labeling of conjugate bases of operators in terms of lagrangian surfaces in double phase space.
In section 3 we extend the methods to the representation of superoperators. The concept of Choi-conjugate bases is defined and applied to the phase space bases that are determined by reflections and translations. In this context Choi-conjugation takes on the character of a "double" Wigner -Weyl transformation in double phase space. The identification of such double Wigner functions with the Wigner-Weyl transformation from alternative matrix representations of a superoperator is examined in section 4.
Superoperators for various kinds of quantum evolution are then discussed in section 5. Finally, in section 6 the pullback of the double phase space results for single phase space Wigner functions generates several new identities for pure states.
Double phase space and operator representations
The concept of double phase space underlies in classical mechanics the general theory of generating functions of canonical transformations. It provides an elegant way to visualize a canonical transformation in a doubled phase space as the gradient of a generating function [1, 6, 7] . In quantum mechanics it provides a flexible mechanism to represent unitary propagators in the semiclassical limit [10] as functions on these manifolds and underlies the presentation of quantum mechanics in terms of phase space path integrals [11, 12] .
A canonical transformation ‡ x − → x + can be specified implicitly by a generating function S (q + , q − ) whose differential is
With a simple redefinition of coordinates
we rewrite dS = P 1 · dQ 1 and the transformation is defined implicitly as P 1 (Q 1 ) = ∂S (Q 1 )/∂Q 1 . The new coordinates Q 1 , P 1 can now be interpreted as canonical coordinates in a phase space with doubled dimensions. In the elementary theory other canonical pairs are well known and are obtained by various Legendre transforms. In the standard notation of [13, 14, 15] they are:
= − q − dp − + q + dp + ≡ −Q 1 · dP 1 (3) ‡ For simplicity from now on we restrict to the 1-D case x = (q, p)
The general theory developed by [1, 6, 7] interprets these alternative pairs Q j , P j as the coordinates for hyperplanes lying in a phase space with doubled dimension. We give here a synthetic overview with the purpose of identifying the structures that will reappear in quantum mechanics in the representation of operators and superoperators. Starting from the elementary statement of area preservation in a canonical transformation
rewritten as 1 2
where as usual x ± ≡ (q, p) ± are points in single phase space and J = 0 −1 1 0 is the standard symplectic form in 2D. Placing ourselves in the 4D direct product space spanned by (x + , x − ) we rewrite (5) as
Thus the canonical transformation x − → x + is defined by a 2D lagrangian surface in the 4D direct product phase space. On this surface
is an exact differential. However this surface is lagrangian with respect to the non standard symplectic form J 0 0 −J . To introduce canonical coordinates with respect to the standard canonical form 0 −1 1 0 , we consider a linear transformation
The matrix U should satisfy
Various choices of the matrix U i lead to different pairs Q i , P i , and all such pairs are related by canonical transformations in 4-D phase space. Notice that the first form of dA in (9) is invariant under canonical transformations x ± → y ± in single phase space while the second form becomes invariant under full two degrees of freedom canonical transformations Q, P → Q , P . To proceed to the definition of the canonical transformation in these coordinates a Legendre transformation on dA leads to
and therefore
The canonical transformation is then specified via the parametric equations
Alternatively a different Legendre transform leads to a conjugate representation exchanging coordinates and momenta dÃ(P) = d(A − 1 2 P · Q) = −Q · dP leading to Q = −∂Ã/∂P and to the parametric equations
In this general approach a canonical transformation is characterized by a) a linear transformation U satisfying (10) and defining the canonical coordinates Q, P and b) by generating functionsĀ(Q) (Ã(P)) on the lagrangian surfaces P = const. (Q = const.). The two generating functions are themselves related by the Legendre transformĀ =Ã + P · Q. Singularities in the process of inverting the functions x − (Q) (x + (P)) in (13) and (14) will lead to transversality conditions guaranteeing the existence of the transformation. This general scheme can be easily identified in (3) where Q 1 , P 1 and Q 2 , P 2 are canonically conjugate pairs and U is a simple permutation. A different choice of canonical variables in double phase space is related to the well known Wigner-Weyl representation of quantum mechanics in phase space. It is characterized by the matrix
leading to the transformation
and its inverse
The lagrangian planes of constant Q represent the transformation x + = 2Q − x − which is a phase space reflection, while those of constant P lead to the translation x + = x − + JP. Thus Q, P are natural labels in quantum mechanics for the operators that represent translations and reflections. However it is customary to use, instead of (Q, P), the single phase space coordinates
They have a simple geometrical interpretation in single phase space as centers and chords of a pair of phase space points [16] and the Poincaré generating function, S (x) has many desirable properties [9, 16] .
Lagrangian coordinates in double phase space provide the natural labels of operator bases in quantum mechanics. In the simple case of the position basis |q an operator is represented by its matrix elements q + |Ô|q − = trÔ|q − q + | as a function on the lagrangian plane Q 1 = (q + , q − ). In the conjugate momentum basis |p + −p − | the same is true as a function on
To treat the general case we consider a basis of operatorsŜ α labeled by a double index α ∈ R 2 which can be any of the lagrangian planes considered. Introducing the notation A B ≡ trÂ †B for the Hilbert Schmidt scalar product, we adopt a dual notation for operators: when they are considered as vectors in the Hilbert-Schmidt sense we use the double Dirac notation A , but when we consider them as two sided arrays with the standard multiplication rules they will be denoted simply asÂ. The latter notation emphasizes the active aspect of A as operators, while the former is meant to bring out their passive role as basis elements. The bases corresponding to the lagrangian planes in (3) are
Their complementarity is reflected in the property P i Q i = exp −iQ i · P i / . The common properties of these bases are
One should note that, within the context of the following section, the latter relation actually represents the identity superoperator. The factor Λ is conventional and could be removed by a simple rescaling. Eq. (20) implies that any operatorÔ can be expanded in the basis S α , i.e.Ô
with coefficients S α O that are the c-number representatives ofÔ . In the simple ket, bra bases considered above they are simply its matrix elements. Another pair of complementary operator bases is obtained when considering the unitary representation of reflections and translations in phase space. They are defined in terms of symmetrized Fourier transforms of the previous bases as followŝ
Here the first is in the position basis and the latter in the momentum basis, but either can be used. § To simplify notation we have defined ω ≡ exp i/ . As a complementary set of operator bases they have the properties (24) so that for these bases Λ = 2π , whereas Λ = 1 for the position or momentum bases. The action of these operators and further properties are reviewed in the Appendix.
The c-number representatives of operators in these bases are phase space functions that constitute the starting point for the formulation of quantum mechanics in phase space [17, 18, 19, 20] . The reflection basis,
leads to the Wigner-Weyl symbol of the operator while the translation basis
leads to its characteristic function. In line with [16] we will refer to them respectively as centre and chord representations. They are related by a symplectic Fourier transform
In the special case of the density operatorρ, ρ(x) and ρ(ξ) are the Wigner function and the characterisitc function, or chord function:
with the special normalization properties
corresponding to classical distributions.
Superoperator representations

General representations and the Choi-Jamiolkowsky isomorphism
A superoperator S is a general linear transformation in the space of operators. Simple examples are the unitary evolution of a density matrixρ →ÛρÛ † , symmetry operations, time reversal, non-unitary evolution, etc. Once the action of S on general operators has been specified as S(Ô) =Ô , its matrix elements in the S α basis are
Thus a general superoperator can be expanded as
The superoperators S α S β constitute then a complete orthonormal basis labeled by a double index α, β ∈ R 4 . Their action on an operatorÔ follows the standard bra and ket rules so that S α S β O ≡Ŝ α trŜ † βÔ . The unitary relations between different choices of bases also allow us to define the trace of a superoperator uniquely as
Nonetheless, it is convenient to consider a different action related to the pair of operatorŝ
Indeed,Ŝ α •Ŝ † β is a different orthonormal superoperator basis related to the former by a unitary transformation in R 4 . The transformation is given bŷ
with the inverse:
We prove for example (34) by computing with (30) the matrix element
. In the following we will refer to the pair of superoperators A B andÂ •B † as Choi-conjugates and extend this name to the two bases. S can also be expanded in the new basis as
so that the coefficients C S (x, y) constitute an alternative representation of S, related to its matrix elements by (35)
The nature of the transformation between the two representations of S is specific of a given basis and depends on the trace of four basis elements. The simplest transformation occurs when a transition basisÊ i j = |i j| of orthonormal states is used. In that case (setting Λ = 1) the quadruple trace results in a product of four delta functions which reduce the relationship to a partial transposition of indices
In this case one obtains two different linear transformations related to S. They are well known in the quantum open systems literature. C S (ik, jl) is known as the Choi matrix [21] , dynamical matrix [22, 23] , chi matrix [24] and the relationship between them as the Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism. It is also of importance in the literature on matrix product states for spin chains [25] . When S represents a quantum operation on density matrices the physical requirement of complete positivity requires that C S (ik, jl) be hermitian and positive [26, 21] . In that case C S maps the space of positive density matrices into itself. Although related, the spectral properties of the two transformations are very different. Thus if C S (ik, jl) is hermitian it can be brought to diagonal form leading to the Kraus representation [26] . On the other hand E i j S E kl as a linear transformation may not even be normal, leading in general to a complex spectral decomposition.
The Choi-Jamiolkowsky relation in phase space
Consider first the reflection basisR x . A general superoperator S in this basis has the matrix elements R x + S R x − . The labels, x ± in R 2 , span a full set of reflection centres, each covering a full phase space. On the other hand a rotation in double phase space allows us to consider R x + R x − as an alternative position basis for superoperators, just as valid as |q + q − | in the operator case. Hence, one defines a double Weyl transform in analogy to (25) as a symmetrized Fourier transform
where we use the phase space coordinates (x, ξ) which change the Fourier phase from −Q · P to x 1 · Jξ ≡< x 1 , ξ >. This leads to a very natural definition of a reflection superoperator in this basis as
The Weyl transform of S can now be expressed as a superoperator trace,
in complete analogy to (25) . The "super" reflection properties of R x,ξ are contained in the easily derived actions on translations and reflections,
in obvious similarity to (A.6). Just as any other superoperator, one can now expand R x,ξ in the Choi conjugate basis, R x 1 •R x 2 , using the general relationship in (35):
The quadruple trace computed in (A.13) reduces this to
and its inverseR
Comparison with (40) then shows that R x,ξ has a very simple (monomial) form in the Choiconjugate basis:
The denominator 2π = Λ is usually absent because Λ = 1 for the position representation.
Very similar results can be obtained in the translation basis. A translation superoperator is defined as
with the translation properties
It defines the double chord representation of S as
An almost identical derivation as in (45) yields the relationship between the Choi-conjugate translation bases:
which again lead to a monomial representation of the translation superoperator:
Equations (46),(51) are our main general results: in double phase space the reflection and translation superoperators can be defined as usual in terms of symmetrized Fourier transforms of matrix elements, but they also aquire a simple monomial form in their respective Choiconjugate basis. The interplay between their action in double phase space with the single phase space factor translations and reflections inR x + •R x − andT x + •T † x − will be further discussed in section 5.
We now use these identities to derive the Choi-Jamiolkowsky relationship between this pair of conjugate bases that represent S. Expanding a general superoperator as in (36)
defines C S (x + , x − ) and C S (x + , x − ) as the Choi or dynamical matrices of S in the reflection and translation basis. Changing the double phase space variables from (x + , x − ) → (x, ξ) as in (18) (with unit jacobian) we rewrite it as
that is, the superoperator is expanded as a superposition of reflections (translations), such that the coefficients are identified with the center (chord) representations in double phase space. Thus, we have obtained
which is the desired Choi-Jamiolkowsky relation in these bases: the Choi matrix appears as a rotated double Weyl or chord transform of the superoperator. The property can be inverted to retrieve the matrix elements from an integral over the Choi matrix
It is important to note that these relationships follow directly from (37), but the direct derivation would then miss the interpretation of the Choi matrix as a phase space distribution in double phase space. Furthermore, the complete analogy between the Weyl transform in double phase space to its familiar version in ordinary phase space allows us to directly import formulae that are familiar in the latter context into the superoperator scenario. For instance, the trace of a superoperator, S, takes on the alternative forms:
Again, the trace of a product of superoperators may be expressed as
The Wigner-Weyl expressions of partial traces over subsystems can also be immediately generalized from their versions in single phase space, which are discussed in [8] .
Generality of the double Weyl transform
In the previous section the double Weyl transform was implemented by choosing the conjugate lagrangian planes Q, P (or x, ξ) in (16) . We now show that many other equivalent definitions can be defined using alternative coordinates. Take for example the coordinates Q 1 , P 1 in (2) and the operator basiŝ
a = (q + , q − ), α = (p + , −p − ) are conjugate position and momentum variables in double phase space. Starting again from the double position basis Q a S Q a an alternative double Weyl transform in this basis is obtained in exact analogy to (39) as
Again a reflection superoperator results as
where now the reflection is in the position basis Q a . In this case the Choi conjugation (35) between the two position bases consists of a simple transposition of indices
Applying this transformation to (61)
we recognize again the appearence of the reflection superoperatorR
where (a, α) = (q + , q − , p + , −p − ) is related to (x + , x − ) = (q + , p + , q − , p − ) by a signed permutation matrix U 1 that satisfies (10) . Just as in (54) we then obtain again
Thus a rotation of the arguments of the Choi matrix (by a linear transformation U 1 satisfying (10)) results in the double Wigner transform of S in a different basis. Of course, the reversal of the Weyl transform (56) can also be used to retrieve the double position or the double momentum representation:
Moreover, comparing (65) with (54) we also obtain
In short, we obtain that the single function C S (x + , x − ) supports the Weyl transform of S in two different bases just as would be expected from symplectic invariance for the ordinary Weyl transform in single phase space. We note here that the classical transformation (a, α) → (x, −Jξ) preserves the symplectic form in 4D and therefore belongs to the symplectic group Sp(4). An almost identical derivation involving the bases Q 2 = |p + q − |,
Clearly an analogous discussion relates the various double chord transforms to the Choi matrix C S (x + , x − ) in the translation basis. Indeed, the immediate generalization of the above discussion would show that the transit between the various operator representations corresponding to different choices of double phase space coordinates (3) among themselves (as well as with the Weyl and the chord representations) is universally obtained from a single double Weyl representation by a symplectic change of coordinates. To complete the generalization one would need to attempt the explicit construction of metaplectic superoperators in double phase space that would implement the change of basis. We intend to proceed along this path in future publications.
Quantum evolutions
Consider the superoperator
which propagates unitarily the density matrix asÛρÛ † . The matrix elements in the reflection basis are R x + U R x − . This is the kernel that propagates unitarily the Weyl representation of the density matrix R x ρ
As a particular case of the operators treated in section 3, the Choi matrix of U is easily computed in a separable form as C U (x + , x − ) = U(x + )U * (x − ) where U(x) = R x U is the Weyl transform ofÛ, i.e. the Weyl propagator. The double Weyl transform of U is then given by (60) as
ξ). The double propagator can then be computed explicitly using (56):
At first sight, this centre-centre propagator seems to result from a double Weyl transform from the single Weyl propagator, U(x), of the unitary mapÛ (see [27, 28] ), but the derivation of (56) clarifies its true role as the inverse transform from the double Wigner function, that is the Choi representation of the super evolution operator. ¶ In the semiclassical regime the ordinary Weyl propagators have explicit formulae in terms of generating functions [31, 16] . Further evaluation by stationary phase leads to semiclassical approximations for this propagator. Very similar formulae for the chord-chord propagator can be derived in the translation basis:
A more general evolution is generated by the Kraus superoperator [26] ,
which is again easily accommodated in the present framework. Indeed, linearity of the Fourier transforms then specifies the integral kernel for evolving Wigner functions as
An alternative generalization from ordinary unitary evolution, which is included in the general formulae of the previous section, is the superoperator
This determines the evolving kernel for the quantum fidelity, or the quantum Loschmidt echo [32, 33, 34] , that is, the overlap of two different evolutions for the same initial state. Unlike the previous examples, the trace of the evolving operator is not preserved and the identity operator is not invariant. The super-reflection, R x,ξ , in (46) is precisely of this form (within factors of two), choosingÛ 1 =R x+ 1 2 ξ andÛ 2 =R x− 1 2 ξ . The same goes for the super-translation, T x,ξ , defined in (51). As revealed by (42) and (48), these superoperators can be viewed as active agents, rather than mere passive Choi bases. For instance, the general rules for products of reflections and ¶ One should note that this product of simple Weyl propagators in the integrand was mistakenly identified in [30] with the mixed centre-chord propagator, defined in [29] . translations, which are reviewed in the Appendix, determine the action of a super-translation,
acting on the translation operatorT ξ 3 as just ω ∆ 4T −ξ 1 , with ξ 1 = ξ 2 +ξ 3 +ξ 4 as depicted in Figure 1 . Likewise, the action of the superoperatorR x 4 •R x 2 on the reflectionR x 3 is simply ω ∆ 4R x 1 , with x 1 = x 2 = x 4 − x 3 . Note that the four reflection centres x j form a parallelogram with half the symplectic area of the circumscribed quadrilateral, ∆ 4 , formed by the translation chords, ξ j , so one obtains the same phase for the composition of three translations or three reflections. Indeed, this is also the same phase as determines the traces of four translations or four reflections that are discussed in the Appendix. The extent to which (46) and (51) are natural definitions for the reflection and translation superoperators is iluminated by considering the graphs of classical translations and reflections as planes in double phase space. First one notes that each operator,T ξ 3 , corresponds to the translation, x − → x + = x − + ξ 3 : The locus of all pairs (x − , x + ) in a given initial plane in double phase space. Then the pair of translations, x + → x + = x + + ξ 4 and x − → x − = x − − ξ 2 , that is, the double phase space translation X → X , takes all double phase space points in the original plane to the new plane x + = x − −ξ 1 . Thus, the new and the old planes representing translations are themselves related by just the double phase space translation corresponding toT
In the same way, one also finds that the combination of phase space reflections within each of the phase spaces x ± , corresponding toR x 4 •R x 2 , transport the double phase space points X = (x − = x 3 − 1 2
Phase space correlations and general pure state conditions
Consider a general quantum state represented by its density matrixρ. Its phase space translation coresponds to the operator
and the (non-normalised) phase space correlation function [36, 8] is naturaly defined as
Likewise, from the reflected stateρ x =R xρRx , an analogous anticorrelation function can be defined as
To provide a link with our previous results it is then convenient to define the density superoperator,
in terms of which one can identify
as the diagonal matrix elements of P in the translation and reflection bases. Utilizing the cyclic invariance of the trace in (75) and (76), we can alternatively rewrite
The Choi-conjugate relations (50) (45) lead to
that is, both correlations can then be computed directly from the chord and the (ordinary) Wigner function and chord function (28) . In the case of pure states,ρ = |ψ ψ|, the correlations can be computed directly:
and then comparison with (80),(81) leads to the identities [35, 36] ,
and
Further relationships between products of center and chord functions for pure states are obtained from the off-diagonal matrix elements of P, such as the matrix element
Now we introduce the remarkable property of pure states that the superoperator P is self Choi-conjugate, i.e.ρ •ρ ≡ ρ ρ , as can be easily checked by acting on any operator. It is then possible to pull back the Choi-conjugation relations as unsuspected properties of ordinary pure state Wigner or chord functions in single phase space. Indeed the l.h.s. of (85) is then reduced to
is identified as a general requirement for chord functions of pure states. The previous case of (83) is included as ξ = 0. The off-diagonal elements in the reflection basis yield a similar property for Wigner functions,
and a mixed case relating Wigner and chord functions is
These formulae establish families of Fourier identities parametrized continuously by x or ξ. They show e.g. that the product of symmetricaly displaced Wigner functions, W(x + ξ) is likewise invariant for all values of ξ. Many particular cases give rise to interesting properties. Besides the ones already noted for the correlations, we list the following special cases χ(
The last one, taking into account that χ(x) = χ * (−x) and Parseval's relation, yields the further integral
Furthermore, for x = ξ = 0, one obtains:
The way the general formulae (86),(87),(88) were derived implies that they are necessary conditions for pure state distributions. By setting x = 1 2 ξ, it is easily shown that (86) is equivalent to the pure state conditionρ =ρ 2 in the chord representation, and so it is also sufficient. The case of the Wigner function is not so transparent, but the integral product rule for the Weyl representation [16] forρ 2 ,
is imediately simplified by (87) so that
Airy functions, an example
There are some notable cases where the Wigner function of pure states can be described in terms of standard special functions found in eg [37] . Then the identity,
implies a possibly unsuspected Fourier identity for a symmetrized product of analytic functions. Such is the case for the eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator -given in terms of Laguerre polynomials [18] -or the unnormalized eigenfunctions of the hyperbolic hamiltonian H(x) = p q, calculated in [38] in terms of Laguerre functions of complex index. We develop here the important example of the linear potential V(q) = q. If m = 1/2 and = 1, so that the Hamiltonian is simply H(x) = p 2 + q, the zero energy eigenfunction is proportional to the Airy function, Figure 2 . The product of two Airy functions as in (104)for x 3 for x 1 = (−3, 0). In the color density plot blue is positive and yellow negative . Thus, the Fourier transform with respect to x 2 becomes 1 2π
which implies the Fourier invariance for a product of symmetrized Airy functions, 1 2π
not encountered even in [39] , a book dedicated specifically to Airy functions or [40] . In Figure 2 we show this product in the plane x 3 for x 1 = (−3, 0). Notice the central symmetry implied by the Fourier invariance. An important feature of this example is that the semiclassical transitional approximation of pure state Wigner functions for general WKB-quantized states near the closed energy eigencurve was shown by Berry [41] to be just the Airy function over the approximating parabola. Thus one finds that both the exact Wigner function and its transitional approximation satisfy the new Fourier invariance, even though this is not the case of other semiclassical approximations that are more refined in other respects.
Conclusions and outlook
Two possible representations of a superoperator can be naturally derived from the same operator basis. They are unitarily related, and we have referred to them as Choi-conjugate. We have developed here the general relationship between them -when the basis is orthogonal -and we have studied in particular the form of this relationship when the unitary bases of translations and reflections are used. It turns out that the representation in terms of the Choi or dynamical matrix C S can be interpreted as a double Weyl or Wigner transform of the matrix elements of the superoperator. This is because the representation in terms of the Choi matrix is actually an expansion in terms of translation and reflection superoperators, in strict analogy to the expansion of an ordinary operator in terms of translations and reflections, yielding its Weyl or Wigner transform. The definition of T x,ξ and R x,ξ opens up the possibility for a full study of the affine geometry of these superoperators in double phase space, including the definition of unitary superoperators that implement symplectic transformations belonging to S p(4). We intend to pursue this analysis in the future.
Our treatment here has been for the simplest case of a phase space with no boundaries and with one degree of freedom. The extension to D degrees is immediate and needs no further comment. The adaptation of our techniques to a phase space with boundaries needs more care. The case of torus topology -periodic boundary conditions both in position and momentum -is the closest to the present approach and leads to a finite dimensional Hilbert space of integer dimension d = area/2π [42] , [43] , [44] , [45] and is of great current interest in quantum information theory. Translation and reflection operators can still be defined and provide a basis for a similar treatment as the one developed here. In this context, the display in double phase space of the properties of superoperators can provide new insights into their actions, just as the celebrated Wigner and Weyl representation displayed properties of quantum states in single phase space. The action of gaussian noise channels in the chord representation [46] is a first step in that direction.
As application of these methods we have found some previously unknown identities relating products of Wigner and Weyl distributions for pure states. These identities generalize the pure state conditions and in some cases produce new relationships for the special functions of analysis.
Appendix A.
We review the well known definitions and properties of reflection and translation operators. They constitute the foundation for the Weyl representation of quantum mechanical operators as phase space c-number functions (the Wigner quasiprobability distribution in the case density matrices). We start with the usualq,p operators that we subsume in a phase space operatorx = (q,p) and a phase space label x = (q, p) ∈ R 2 The corresponding position and momentum bases are denoted |q , |p . The symplectic product is defined as Reflections and translation operators are defined aŝ
T ξ ≡T ξ q ,ξ p = dp |p + ξ p
where the first is in the position and the latter in the momentum basis. They have the propertieŝ Switching to the double Dirac notation we rewrite the above as T ξ T β = 2π δ(ξ−β), R x R y = 2π δ(x−y), R x T ξ = ω −<x,ξ> .(A.11)
The labels x and ξ are related to the conjugate variables Q, P of (17) as x = Q and ξ = JP. Thus we can think of reflection and translation operators as alternative position and momentum bases in double phases space. Using these properties we compute the quadruple traces needed in the main text:
tr(T ξ 1T ξ 2T ξ 3T ξ 4 ) = 2π δ(ξ 1 + ξ 2 + ξ 3 + ξ 4 )τ We should remark at this point that traces of unitary operators are related semiclassically to classical periodic orbits and their actions [2, 3] , even when the classical and quantum evolutions are broken up into several steps [47] . In the case of four operatorsT x , such a trajectory is composed of four segments, each giving a phase space translation and forming a closed quadrilateral. The action of this trajectory is the symplectic area of the quadrilateral ∆ 4 (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 , ξ 4 ) = 1 2 (< ξ 1 , ξ 2 > + < ξ 3 , ξ 4 >) (in units of ). In the case of reflections the trajectory connects the centers of the segments of this quadrilateral, which is a parallelogram x 1 − x 2 + x 3 − x 4 = 0. Both cases are illustrated in Figure 1 .
